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Tama Swingstar Outfits

Special Features

Shells
The unique characteristics of Swingstar drums are that they are made from nine-ply mahogany. Mahogany is a very consistent strength per unit of cross section, resulting in a drum of very uniform performance under all conditions. The inside of the shell is finished with "Zolair-Coat" a tough durable finish that provides an excellent moisture barrier for consistency of sound year in and year out.

Hardware
All stands feature the Tama exclusive Nylon Bushing Clamp for smooth, positive height adjustment and long service. Your stands will stay brand new looking for years.

New 6730 Flexi-Flyer drum pedal is based on the old and respected Orange pedal design, the new pedal offers that same quick, sensitive response in an update package.

Colors
Swingstar outfits are available in Metallic White, Midnight Blue and Metallic Blue.

SS-502 Outfit No. 7255
7222 14" x 22" Bass Drum
6662 Double Tom Holder
6075 9" x 14" Snare Drum
7212 8" x 12" Tom Tom
7213 9" x 13" Tom Tom
7290 10" x 16" Floor Tom Tom
6730 Drum Pedal
6860 Snare Stand
6862 Cymbal Stands (2)
6865 Hi-hat Stand
7A Drum Sticks

Cymbals not included.

SS-505 Outfit No. 7260
7222WD 14" x 22" Bass Drum
6675 Concert Tom Holder
6075 5" x 14" Snare Drum
7262 8" x 12" Concert Tom Tom
7263 9" x 13" Concert Tom Tom
7236WD 16" x 16" Floor Tom Tom
6730 Drum Pedal
6860 Snare Stand
6862 Cymbal Stands (2)
6865 Hi-hat Stand
7A Drum Sticks

Cymbals not included.

Coated Wood Shells
Heavy Duty Hardware
Metallic Blue
Metallic White
Midnight Blue
**TAMA ROYALSTAR OUTFITS**

**STAGE MASTER 5**

OUTFIT No. 7965

7922 14 x 22" Bass Drum
6692 Double Tom Holder
7560 5 x 14" Snare Drum
7512 8 x 12" Tom Tom
7513 9 x 12" Tom Tom
7308 16 x 16" Floor Tom Tom
6740 Hi-Hat Drum Pedal
6870 Mercury Snare Stand
6875 Mercury Hi-Hat Stand
6872 Mercury Cymbal Stand

2A Drum Sticks

Symbols not included.

**HARDWARES**

Tama Mercury snare stand 8720 is the model of stability with the Tama bass drum stands and the molded-in-place rubber tips, these tips grip the rim securely, but won't cut off and won't damage the drum.

Mercury Hi-Hat stand 8752 features the three contoured feetboard for maximum strength and comfort.

The special heavy duty Tama clutch won't slip and won't let your symbols loosen while you play.

Tama Mercury 8772 cymbal stands feature the two-way motion cymbal nut.

Not only does it allow you to mount your symbols in either a free-floating or rigid mount fashion by simply turning the nut upside down.

**COLORS**

Royalstar outfits are available in Metallic White, Midnight Blue, Metallic Blue, Royal Canary, Platinia and Royal Powder.

---

**RS-707**

OUTFIT No. 7877

7020WD 14 x 22" Bass Drum
6679 Concert Tom Holder
7060 5 x 14" Snare Drum
7562 8 x 12" Concert Tom
7563 9 x 12" Concert Tom
7564 10 x 12" Concert Tom
7565 10 x 16" Concert Tom
6740 Hi-Hat Drum Pedal
6870 Mercury Snare Stand
6872 Mercury Hi-Hat Stand
6874 Mercury Cymbal Stand
6868 Concert Tom Stand
6881 Drum Sticks

Symbols not included.

---

**RS-747**

OUTFIT No. 7987

7020WD 14 x 22" Bass Drum
6679 Concert Tom Holder
7065 5 x 14" Snare Drum
7564 8 x 12" Concert Tom
7565 9 x 12" Concert Tom
7566 10 x 14" Concert Tom
7567 10 x 16" Concert Tom
7568 10 x 16" Floor Tom
6740 Hi-Hat Drum Pedal
6870 Mercury Snare Stand
6872 Mercury Hi-Hat Stand
6874 Mercury Cymbal Stand
6875 Concert Tom Stand
6873 Drum Sticks

Symbols not included.

---

**TAMA ROYALSTAR OUTFITS SPECIAL FEATURES**

**SHELLS**

Tama Royalstar - the heavy-weight standard for wood drums.

The new Tama Om-Sphere double tom holder offers a virtually untied freedom and is perfectly interchangeable with previous Tama tom holders.

---

**TOM HOLDER**

Om-Sphere lets you move the toms easily, but still holds them in place.

---

**SPECIAL FEATURES**

Seamless Shell

Double Tom Holder

Heavy Duty Hardwares

---

**White Dot drum heads**

Metallic White

Midnight Blue

Platinia

Royal Powder

Metallic Blue

Royal Canary
TAMA FIBRESTAR OUTFITS

TAMA FIBRESTAR OUTFITS
SPECIAL FEATURES

FIBRESTAR 50
OUTFIT No. 9345
9222CS 14" x 22" Bass Drum
6692 Double Tom Holder
8065 5" x 14" Snare Drum
9212CS 8" x 12" Tom Tom
9213CS 9" x 13" Tom Tom
9238CS 16" x 16" Floor Tom
6740 Hi-Beat Drum Pedal
6890 Titan Snare Stand
6895 Titan Hi-hat Stand
6892 Titan Cymbal Stands (2)
5B Drum Sticks

Gymbals not included.

Fibrestar 50
Midnight Blue

SHELLS
Tama Fibrestar - for the drummer who needs a louder, brighter and more powerful sound and bulletproof durability. Constructed of hand laid up fiberglass. Fibrestar shells a strong beyond comparison. Tama uses on "Black Fibre" fiberglass and a special finishing process that puts a super accurate lathe-finished sound edge on the shell. Fibrestar drums several times stronger and considerably heavier than wood shells. This translates down to incredible durability and a loud, direct tone, rich in upper harmonics.

HARDWARES
Tama Titan stands are the stands that revolutionized the industry. Titan hardware earned its laurels on the road with some America's hardest playing and hardest touring band. Tama Titan stands use double steel legs in the tripod with a wide, wide 36" span. The large diameter shaft are secured with the Tama exclusive nylon bushing clamp that will not mar or damage the shaft.

COLORS
Fibrestar outfits are available in Metallic White, Midnight Blue, Metallic Blue, Royal Canary, Platina and Royal Pewter.

FIBRESTAR 70
OUTFIT No. 9347
9222CS 14" x 22" Bass Drum
6692 Double Tom Holder
8065 5" x 14" Snare Drum
9283 9" x 13" Concert Tom Tom
9264 10" x 14" Concert Tom Tom
9265 12" x 15" Concert Tom Tom
9266 14" x 16" Concert Tom Tom
9238CS 16" x 18" Floor Tom
6740 Hi-Beat Drum Pedal
6890 Titan Snare Stand
6895 Titan Cymbal Stand
6892 Titan Cymbal Stands (2)
5B Drum Sticks

Gymbals not included.

Fibrestar 70
Royal Pewter

Titan Stands
SNARE DRUMS

ROYAL STAR
7065  5 x 14  Seamless metal shell. Triple flanged hoops. One-touch tone control.
7565  5 x 14  Nine-ply wood shell. Triple flanged hoops. One-touch tone control.

SWINGSTAR
6075  5 x 14  Chrome plated metal shell. Triple flanged hoops. 8 lugs.
7275  5 x 14  Nine-ply wood shell. Triple flanged hoops. 6 lugs.

Tama metal snare drum 7065 is seamless design shell for perfect roundness and uniform shell thickness. This feature assures that the heads will fit correctly. The Tama One-Touch tone control has brought cheer from drummers everywhere. The exact amount of tone control you desire can be preset and then brought in and out on cue-precise and accurate every time.

TONE CONTROL

This new external muffler is ideal for tom toms and snare drum alike. The precise amount of control can be adjusted and the quick release lever lets you turn the muffler on and off without disturbing the tone setting.
6553  Quick Release External Tone Control

MULTI-HOLDERS

THE TAMA MULTI-CLAMP HARDWARE SYSTEM

Today’s drummer is using more and more accessories than his forerunners and more and more drummers are mixing their drum sets for a more balanced group sound. The Tama Multi-Clamp Hardware System grew from the need to more adequately mount accessories and microphones. You can now not only custom design your Tama set, but your Tama hardware as well. The Multi-Clamp System is based on the versatile multi-clamp with many, many optional parts for just about any application. Extra tom toms can be added, extra cymbals placed anywhere around the kit, and complete set of mikes can be mounted to your existing hardware without purchasing new stands. The result is an efficient, good looking and professional set-up wherever you play.

MULTI HOLDER DISPLAY
SET No. MH-670
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